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Canadiani musical history pre- tive souncis to c
sents a complex pattern because its last time. And, i
development has been spasmodic ers of the succE
rallier than continu ous. Canada showed little in,
provides "ethno-musicologists" wlth their lead. But s
one of the richest and most varled though again in



and evangelical songs, and parlour
songs in the sentimental traditions of
the successive periods. The more
ambitious examples tend ta be can-
tatas and oratorios such as the Caïn,
(1905) of Alexis Contant, or else op-
erettas, from Joseph Quesnel's Co-
las et Colinette (1789) to Oscar Telg-
mann's Lea, the Royal Cadet (1889).
A Iively sense of the connection be-
tween music and everyday life in the

try's officiai anthem, 0 Canada),
where he remained until his death.
The pattern was repeated by the brul-
liant young Colin McPhee, who left
ta take Up a U.S. career following the
uncomprehending reception of his
early piano concerto by a Toronto
audience in the 1920s.

Meanwhile the musical climate
had changed from the functionalism
of earlier times. The twentieth cen-
tury shows a graduaI increase in the
cultivation of concert music in Can-
ada, greater institutionalization of

i0 Droaacasting>, ac-
reater specialization
- the appearance of
almost exclusively

nposers who almost
pose.
ers attracted "world
h meant. aenerallv.



of the Canada Council, fot
national cultural agency ir
the various provincial arts
that sprang up during the
ding decade or so. In that
mate, Canadians acquired
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size and seriousness, and were, in-
deed, often ill-prepared ta cape with
their special demands even when
they did make the attempt. Succes-
ses such as Harry Somers's Louis
Riel (far the Canadian Opera Com-
pany) and R. Murray Schafer's Son
of Heldenleban (for the Montreal
Symphony Orchestra) were aut-
standing exceptions. In the late 1960s

of University Schools of Music, ail of
which have in the past 20 years de-
voted substantial critical articles ta
warks by individual Canadian cam-
posers. Boak-length studies have ap-
peared an Lavallée and Samers. His-
taries such as Helmut Kallmann's A
History of Music in Canada 1534-
1914 (1960) and survevs such as Ar-
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equivalents of Vaughan Williams, de nerated by recent resear
Falla or Bartok by their use of local ject, moreover, extraord
folk-materials, or of Respighi and Si- su ited to operatic treatmi
belius by their evocation of the local comment on the Canadi
Iandscape. Those tendencies are, in scene - which eventuall,
fact, illustrated regularly, from Leo historical character as it
Smith's adaptations of West Coast how we behaved once -
Indian songs in the 1930s to Harry teristic of such stage wc
Somers's research on Newfound- briel Charpentier as An j
land and Nova Scotia songs in the Lesson.
-qivtiAQ Inul C;ountip- R;nd frnm Music aima has stron



staccato jabs of John Weinzweig's
music of the 1950s <to which one
finds responses by a number of other
Toronto composers of that period.
especially Somers and Freeman and
late echoes even in Weinzweig's own
works of the 1970s) and the eneraetic

vements t
Clermont

work's historical connections are both
musical and strongly emotional.
Schafer's "essay in sound", part of a
clocumentary ca lled Vancouver
Soundscape, consists of a short tone-
poem created from the juxtaposition
of pretaped sounds of train and ship
whistles, foghorns and other signais
evocative of the Vancouver harbour
area. Creatively slight, this sound
collage well illustrates Schafer's feel-
ings regarding the need for aurai
sensitivity to the environment and,
by its range of responses (here
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